The review found that negative pressure therapy seemed to be significantly more effective than standard fare for chronic wounds. In view of limitations in the review, including a suboptimal search, unreliable statistical methods, failure to assess study quality and potential publication bias, these conclusions do not appear reliable.
Participants in the included studies all had chronic wounds, while 15% of participants in one study had acute wounds. The review authors noted that there were possible differences between participants and wound types across studies (such as wound location and cause, participant co-morbidities). The negative-pressure intervention was -125 millimetres of mercury (where specified), or according to manufacturers' instructions. Controls received standard wound care, which differed across studies (for example in the type of dressing and frequency of application). The review outcomes were wound size (volume or area) and time to healing in days. Duration of follow-up was about 42 days in most studies, but was shorter in three studies (14, 28, 30 days respectively). The authors did not state how the papers were selected for the review or how many reviewers performed the selection.
Assessment of study quality
The authors did not state that they assessed quality.
Data extraction
Data were extracted or calculated on change in wound size from baseline to end of follow-up in each study group, and a change ratio was calculated. The ratio of the change ratios between the two groups (relative change ratio) was calculated. The median or mean healing time in days in each group was extracted or estimated from time to healing curves, and ratios of median time to healing were calculated for each study (complete wound closure for most studies, 75% closure for one study); 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and p values were extracted or calculated for each outcome. Where statistical variance was not reported in the primary study it was imputed from similar studies.
The authors did not state how many reviewers performed the data extraction.
Methods of synthesis
Studies were combined using a random-effects DerSimonian and Laird model to calculate pooled relative change ratios and ratios of median time to healing, with 95% confidence intervals. Subgroup analyses were conducted to assess the impact of the measure used for wound size (volume or area) and sensitivity analysis was performed by omitting one outlying study (in which there was high loss to follow-up after 21 days).
Results of the review
Ten RCTs were included in the review (total number of participants not reported, range 10 to 335). Nine were funded by the same manufacturer of negative pressure therapy devices.
When studies were pooled, negative pressure therapy decreased wound size significantly more than standard care (relative change ratio 0.77, 95% CI 0.63 to 0.96; eight RCTs) and shortened time to healing (ratio of median time to
